
Note: This was the Final Mission of the U.S.S. Callisto. You can follow the adventures of the Callisto crew with their new ship, the U.S.S. Hayden in U.S.S. Hayden Stardate 9806.03. 

Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= Begin U.S.S. Callisto Mission =/\=/\=/\=

JAG_Eagle says:
::in chambers::

CEO_Klord says:
::in courtroom figgiting in seat::

LtjgJexta says:
:: Sitting on his chair.. talking with Surak ::

OPSgesuin says:
sitting in court room

SCI_Gol says:
::sitting in courtroom::

FCO_Mathe says:
::in court::

XO_Wendy says:
::heads back up on deck cursing and muttering things about hairy Klingons with bad timing::

MED_Charn says:
:: sitting in courtroom ::

XO_Wendy says:
Jemas: I just got a message from Klord

JAG_Eagle says:
::reading relevant precedent::

CEO_Klord says:
::wondering whats keeping Wendyway::

CMO_Revee says:
:::::watches Wendyway emerge from below decks looking somewhat frustrated::::::::::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jexta: Maybe another mind melt would help..

SO_Roth says:
::arrives on the station::

XO_Wendy says:
Jemas: He said court was about to resume

XO_Wendy says:
Jemas: Whoopee @#$@#

ENG_Lizzy says:
::seated in court::

CMO_Revee says:
Wendyway:: I take it Mr. Klord had saved your uh.....  oh nevermind

LtjgJexta says:
:: Surak and Jexta do another mind melt.. ::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::standing with Klord::

JAG_Eagle says:
::reading up on priviledge of immunity from self incrimination::

CEO_Klord says:
*Wendyway* now if you please

CMO_Revee says:
::::wonders if her virture can be saved:::::::::::;

XO_Wendy says:
Jemas: I'm getting sick of that Klingon saving things he has no business worrying about

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: My mind to your mind.. my thoughts to your thought.. I'm taking you back to the even of the past.. events which happend during the last few weeks.. you are onboard the Callisto..

CMO_Revee says:
:::::exits holosuite with Wendyway:::::::;

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::frowns, waiting for court to begin...  wants to get this all over with::

CEO_Klord says:
::glances at Mizzi::

XO_Wendy says:
*Klord*: I repeat: On my way ...

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> Klord:  Revee was with Wendyway?

CEO_Klord says:
Mizzi: yes and they report they are on the way

SO_Roth says:
*Lt Wendyway*: This is Ensign Robert Roth.  I just got assigned to the USS Hayden as a Science Officer.  Where should i report?

XO_Wendy says:
::mutters more about insensitive, nosy, hairy Klingons with an overactive sense of responsibility::

CMO_Revee says:
::::notices the change back into uniform as they leave holosuite,   too bad, cut off were more comfortable:::::::

OPSgesuin says:
:: leaves court room for a drink of water:

LtjgJexta says:
:: See that someone his talking with him... about  a soon strike.. or a attack.. or a rebellion.. not sure.. intense emotion.. .. :: <:: Surak brake the mindmelt.. ::>

CEO_Klord says:
Mizzi: I enjoyed our trip last night

XO_Wendy says:
*Roth* The crew is headed to court right now ... We're still on leave and haven't been ordered to report to our new ship ... Find something to do on the starbase until you're notified ...

JAG_Eagle says:
::reading on hearsay::

OPSgesuin says:
::goes back into court room::

XO_Wendy says:
::arrives in court::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> Klord:  ::nods::  But it's time to put things behind us and move on.  The Callisto will live on in our hearts and our memories.

SO_Roth says:
*Wendyway*:aye sir

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: Jexta: I'm sorry but it seem that your emotion or too intense for another mind melt.. I will have to take advantage of Klord presence to the bar will help you memorise events..

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  The courtroom doors are opened by two security officers.

CEO_Klord says:
Mizzi: I hope you are not feeling the effects of the wine::smiles grimly::

CMO_Revee says:
:::::enters courtroom with Wendyway and makes way over to Klord:::::::;

SCI_Gol says:
::Arrives in courtroom and takes a seat::

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: Thank you.. when is the trial gonna restart ?

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: Jexta: soon..

MED_Charn says:
:: enters the courtroom and seats down ::

SO_Roth says:
::looks at the access wall and checks to see where the trail are begin held::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::about to say something to Klord about Revee...  but stops as he spots her...::  never mind.

XO_Wendy says:
::sits down and nods sulkily to Klord::

CEO_Klord says:
::nods to Wendyway and Revee:: your late!!

SO_Roth says:
::heads for the court room::

CMO_Revee says:
Klord:::  we were busy

MED_Charn says:
:: wonders about the people in here... ::

OPSgesuin says:
:: takes seat and waves to the crew

JAG_Eagle says:
::remembers that its up to the counsels to object or its admissible::

SO_Roth says:
::arrives at the court room an looks around::

XO_Wendy says:
::nods speculatively at Mizzi, thinking about what Jemas told her...::

SO_Roth says:
::see a vuclcan and a klingon::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::notices her new crewmates arriving and moves to sit with them::

SO_Roth says:
::looks for an empty chair::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::has been thinking an awful lot about revee::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::tries to locate CEO Klord::

CMO_Revee says:
:::glances briefly at Mizzi and quickly drops her eyes::::::::

FCO_Mathe says:
::eyes close::

FCO_Mathe says:
::sleeps::

SCI_Gol says:
::glances at all the people in the courtroom::

SO_Roth says:
::wonders where he should sit::

XO_Wendy says:
:::notes Jemas being coy ... what is she up to?::

CEO_Klord says:
::Motions for Roth to sit with them:

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> :;takes a seat by Klord::

CMO_Revee says:
:::wonders what Mizzi remembers from other nite::::::::::

LtjgJexta says:
:: Look around the courtroom.. getting oftenly stressed.. wondering what does Surak knowns ::

SO_Roth says:
::See an empty chair next to the klingon and decides to sit there::

SO_Roth says:
Klord: you must be Lt Klord.  I am Ensign Robert Roth the new science Officer

SCI_Gol says:
::remembers last time I was in a courtroom was 150 years ago::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Enters court and takes a seat quietly ::

CEO_Klord says:
Roth: good to have you on board, if we ever get on board:humphs::

LtjgJexta says:
:: see that it will start soon ::

LtjgJexta says:
:: prepare to stand up ..::

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  An officer calls out "All Rise!" as the JAG enters the room.

CEO_Klord says:
::stands::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::rises::

LtjgJexta says:
:: Stand up with Surak .. ::

SO_Roth says:
::stands up::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Opens briefcase at Prosecution table ::

SCI_Gol says:
::stands::

JAG_Eagle says:
::enters:: All: be seated

Pros_Crow says:
:::Rises ::

SCI_Gol says:
::sits::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::sits::

XO_Wendy says:
::rises::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Sits ::

CEO_Klord says:
::stis slowly::

JAG_Eagle says:
Prosecution: are you ready to continue?

XO_Wendy says:
::sits sheepishly::

LtjgJexta says:
:: sits::

Pros_Crow says:
::Stands ::

MED_Charn says:
:: catches a glimse of Revee as she seats ::

CMO_Revee says:
:::watches Lt. Mizzi from the corner of her eye:::::

Pros_Crow says:
JAG : I have just been given the breif for this case as my esteemed collegue is out sick

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: JAG: You're honnor.. I believe that it was my turn to interrogate Klord ..

FCO_Mathe says:
::wakes up::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: has the Prosecution rested?

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: They had finished with Counter interrogating Mizzi..

Pros_Crow says:
Surak: Thanks

JAG_Eagle says:
Prosecution: the burden of proof is on you, proceed

ENG_Lizzy says:
::makes a note to brief herself about her new crewmates::

SO_Roth says:
::pulls out a bag of M&M's and starts eating them::

LtjgJexta says:
<:: Surak sit down and prepare his defense ::>

Pros_Crow says:
JAG: I want to call the XO If I may

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: call your witness

Pros_Crow says:
ALL : I call Lt Wendy

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::gets fidgety sitting beside Revee... so many questions to ask...::

LtjgJexta says:
:: Look at Wendy..  she look good in red.. ::

CEO_Klord says:
::notices Mizzi's discomfort and grins at Revee::

JAG_Eagle says:
::has officer swear in witness::

XO_Wendy says:
::gets up and heads to the stand::

CMO_Revee says:
:::moves legs closer to Mizzi to let Wendyway walk by::::::::::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::wonders if this ship is full of 'couples'::

SO_Roth says:
::whispers to klord::Klord:want some ::holds out the bag of m&m's::

XO_Wendy says:
::sits in witness stand::

LtjgJexta says:
:: didn't remember her in red.. wish he could remember her XO party.. if she had one.. ::

SCI_Gol says:
::wonders if the preceedings still take as long as they did 150 years ago::

JAG_Eagle says:
Prosec: proceed

Pros_Crow says:
Wendy : Were you on the bridge when the events in question took place ?

XO_Wendy says:
::waits for someone to ask her something::

CEO_Klord says:
::whispers to Roth:: I prefer my food still alive

XO_Wendy says:
Crow: No, I was not

LtjgJexta says:
<:: Surak look at the question asked by the Prosecution.. ::>

MED_Charn says:
:: feels bored already ::

Pros_Crow says:
Wendy: ahhh and where were you located at the time ?

XO_Wendy says:
Crow: I was unconscious in sickbay at the time.

SO_Roth says:
::whispers to klord::Klord: I know where you cann get some great gagh.  if your intertested

Pros_Crow says:
Wendy : Very well, thank you

LtjgJexta says:
:: listening to Wendy.. .. try to remember something about her.. just can't.... ::

XO_Wendy says:
::stands and goes back to her seat::

CEO_Klord says:
Roth: now that might interrest me if they also have blood wine

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::watches an officer enter the courtroom quietly and make his way to Mizzi...  he hands him a PADD and departs::

CMO_Revee says:
::::remembers the condition of her friend and is relieved to see her looking soooo much better:::::::::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Wendy: Just a minute please.. I'd like to ask you a few question.

FCO_Mathe says:
::stands up and walks over to jexta::

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: proceed

XO_Wendy says:
::stops and slowly returns::

SO_Roth says:
::whisper::klord:Some of the best bloodwine in the sector

Pros_Crow says:
All : I call Science Officer Gol

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Wendy: Miss Wendyway.. how long have you known my client.. Mister Jexta ?

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: the defense is cross examining

SO_Roth says:
::whisper::klord: of course this sector bloodwine is not all that

Pros_Crow says:
:::Sits ::

SCI_Gol says:
::stands, then sits::

SO_Roth says:
::pops another m&m in his mouth::

XO_Wendy says:
Surak: since he came aboard the Callisto

MED_Charn says:
:: watches Roth and her mouth waters ::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::reads the information on the PADD...  suddens stiffens up, not liking the news::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Wendyway: In your opinion do you think he could have done those actions that he has been accusated without having a good motive ?

CMO_Revee says:
::::glances at Klord and raises eyebrows at unnatural chattiness:::::::::::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Makes notes ::

XO_Wendy says:
Surak: Jexta has always performed his duties well and thoroughly. I don't know him well enough, personally, however, to know what he is or is not capable of.

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Wendyway: Thank you .. that will be all for the moment.. miss Wendyway..

LtjgJexta says:
<::Surak go sit back ::>

JAG_Eagle says:
The witness is excused

XO_Wendy says:
::leaves and goes back to her seat::

SO_Roth says:
::pops another m&m into his mouth::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Rises ::

Pros_Crow says:
All : I call Science Officer Gol

SCI_Gol says:
::stands and approaches the stand::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: proceed

MED_Charn says:
:: wonders if she would dare to ask Roth for an m&m ::

CMO_Revee says:
::::moves closer to Mizzi again to make room for Wendyway to walk past to seat:::::::::::

CMO_Revee says:
:::notices Lt. Mizzi has tensed his body::::::::;

XO_Wendy says:
::winks at Jemas on the way back and scowles at Klord::

Pros_Crow says:
Gol: Where you on the bridge during the events in question ?

CEO_Klord says:
::begins to get annoyed with all the smacking and chewing going on beside him::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::minds begins reeling....  now what should he do?...  continues looking at the PADD::

SCI_Gol says:
Crow:Yes.

SO_Roth says:
::notices that the XO seems to dislike Klord::

Pros_Crow says:
Gol; What did you witness as actions of the defendant ?

XO_Wendy says:
::wonders what Mizzi is looking so concerned about::

MED_Charn says:
:: wonders who is the man with the padd in his hands ::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::gets up and sits between CEO Klord and SO Roth.  Turns to introduce herself to CEO Klord::

FCO_Mathe says:
::Looks at Mizzi, weird::

CEO_Klord says:
bares teath at Wendyway::

SO_Roth says:
::glares at Lizzy::

SCI_Gol says:
Crow: The defendant was assisting the Storm by causing problems on board the Callisto, hindering our ability to fight back.

XO_Wendy says:
::growls back at Klord::

Pros_Crow says:
Gol; In what way did he do this ?

ENG_Lizzy says:
Klord: Sir, Ensign Patrick. ::offers her hand::

SO_Roth says:
::wonders why lizzy is siting on his and klord's lap::

CEO_Klord says:
Lizzy:: in a foul mood:: nods and dosn't take hand>>. ahh your the new Eng. I run a tight devision ...you best keep up

SO_Roth says:
::whisper::Do you always sit on other peoples laps?

ENG_Lizzy says:
Klord: yes, sir. ::looks at Roth:: Roth: excuse me. Ensign Patrick, assigned to engineering, nice to meet you.

JAG_Eagle says:
Prosec: proceed

SCI_Gol says:
Crow: The defendant was ordering the captain to abandon all hope and surrender to the Storm.

SO_Roth says:
::whispers::Patrick: ensign Robert Roth, science Department

Pros_Crow says:
GOL: Was that all he did ??

ENG_Lizzy says:
::smiles at Roth::

CMO_Revee says:
:::looks amused at Klords rising colour::::::::

SO_Roth says:
::holds up the bag of m&m's::Patrick: want one?

CEO_Klord says:
::Huffs:: snarls at Lizzy:: klingons need room

SCI_Gol says:
Crow: No, he held a phaser to the captain and had Sarak put a virus in the computer, knocking out all of our defenses.  I was busy trying to restore power to the computer and counter the viruses.

CMO_Revee says:
::::notes the hackles on the back of his neck rising and telepathically suggest that the new kids leave him lots of room:::::::;

Pros_Crow says:
Gol: ahh so he tried to take over the ship with a weapon and I presume acommplices as well... would you say that this is the direct causation of the loss of the ship ?

ENG_Lizzy says:
::looks at Roth:: No, thank you.

SO_Roth says:
::goes back to eating m&m'sLL

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::still staring at the PADD....  Jemas...  Adele...  his duty....  has a decision to make::

SCI_Gol says:
Crow: Yes.

CMO_Revee says:
:::nudges Wendway and gestures towards Klord::::::

Pros_Crow says:
Gol; Did it appear that he was a willing participant and not on any medication  or other coersion otherwise ??

ENG_Lizzy says:
::gets up and moves to the rear of the courtroom::

CEO_Klord says:
::snatches bag of M&Ms ::shhhhhhh

SCI_Gol says:
Crow: He appeared to be in full control of his faculties.

XO_Wendy says:
::sits with arms folded making no effort to bail Klord out from under enthusiastic ensigns ... let him deal with it, she grins to herself::

MED_Charn says:
:: watches Lizzy as she approaches the rear of the courtroom ::

SO_Roth says:
::glares at Klord::

SO_Roth says:
::and wonders why he took his entire bag of m&m's::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::glances over at Jemas throufh the corner of his eyes::

SO_Roth says:
::shurgs and pulls out a bag of skittles::

Pros_Crow says:
GOL: Very well  JAG : May it please the court I would like to submit the log of the events on the bridge of the USS Callisto that werte transmitted to SF pror to it's demise

Pros_Crow says:
SUrak: your witness

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: proceed

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Gol: According to you he tryed to destroyed the ship.. but in fact wasn't he just trying to disable it ? If he wanted to destroy it why didn't he just left the storm loyal ship do the job  and leave ?

XO_Wendy says:
::leans over to Klord and whispers:: Klord: may I have a few of those?

SO_Roth says:
::pops a skittle into his mouth::

MED_Charn says:
::sees her chance and takes it::

CEO_Klord says:
::growls and throws bag to floor::

Pros_Crow says:
JAG : Objection

CMO_Revee says:
:::is pressed agains Mizzi again as Wendyway leaves over to Klord:::::::::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::listens to the XO needle the CEO and is amused::

MED_Charn says:
:: thinks :: awwww the m&m's!

SO_Roth says:
::wonders if klord is losying it::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: what is the basis of your objection?

XO_Wendy says:
::retrieves the bag and offers it around::

Pros_Crow says:
JAG: The motivations of the Officer in question ius not a matter that this officer is qualified to give an opinion on

FCO_Mathe says:
::Pulls a bucket from beneath his chair::

MED_Charn says:
:: accepts a few m&m's from Wendy and smiles ::

CMO_Revee says:
:::hoped she is making his decision harder........:::::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::puts hand closest to revee on his leg...  palm upward::

SO_Roth says:
::likes skittles better anyway::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: objection sustained

Pros_Crow says:
:::Sits ::

SCI_Gol says:
Jexta: The Callisto was powerful enough to have possibly destroyed the Storm ships, in order to definitely win the battle our ship had to be disabled so that the Storm could destroy it.

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Gol: You're telling me that the Callisto could have win a battle when the odd we're 3 against 1 ?

CMO_Revee says:
::::tentitively reaches......:::::

SCI_Gol says:
Jexta: Possibly those ships were smaller and less powerful.

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: I'd like to show for the record that the other ship mister Gol is referring to are in fact about the same strengh if not better, than the Callisto..

FCO_Mathe says:
::Pulls a steak from the bucket::

CMO_Revee says:
:::places her hand over his gently and looks questioning into his dark sultry eyes:::::::

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: so entered

CEO_Klord says:
::sees Revees hand move  and leans againts Mizzi pushing him towards Revee::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Makes notes ::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::returns the gave...  closes his hand over hers....  decision made::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Gol: Now mister Gol.. Was it Jexta or srak who implemented the Virus in the computer ?

XO_Wendy says:
::pushes Jemas from the other side::

Pros_Crow says:
::Makes note ::

SCI_Gol says:
Jexta: Sarak.

SO_Roth says:
::glares at klord::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: Gol: Finnally.. I want you to take a look at this record.. can you confirm that this is the reading of 2 life forms.. one of htem being Jexta.. and that are talking wiht each other and not touching ?

XO_Wendy says:
::smiles evilly and whispers to Jemas:: Jemas: I want to be a godmother

CEO_Klord says:
::smiles at Wendyway::

CMO_Revee says:
:::smiles gently at Mizzi::::::::

SO_Roth says:
::wonders how he can get back at Klord::

SCI_Gol says:
Gol: Yes.

SCI_Gol says:
Jexta: Yes

XO_Wendy says:
::whispers:: Jemas: That is, of course, if he has the ability to ... umm ... procreate

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: This is the record of Jexta when the Callisto arrived in the location of their last vacation.. He was suppose to have a Martial Art fighting .. but here we clearly see that he didn't..

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: what is your point counsel?

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: The man he was suppose to meet was Ensign Hei Okuda.. A storm loyal officer that we arrested just 1 hour ago..

CEO_Klord says:
::overhears wendyway and chortles::

CMO_Revee says:
::::glances back and Wendy and telepathically reminds her of Rory.... the proof that he can procreate::::::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>JAG: This man confirm that he had been hired by the storm to Blackmail Jexta into working for them.. You can see this on this record..

ENG_Lizzy says:
::grows more interested in the testimony::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::heard Wendyway...  begins to glower::

XO_Wendy says:
::accepts the image and smiles ... ::

CEO_Klord says:
::turns and sees Roth glareing and almost starts laughing, glares back insted::

SO_Roth says:
::laughs when he hears wendway rember the storys about callisto old FCO::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: Jexta had been ordered to colaberate with them.. and he didn't join them willingly..

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: blackmail is not a legally sufficient defense. the evidence is inadmissible

XO_Wendy says:
::realizes she can be completely childish around Jemas and knows how much she's missed her old friend::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: JAG: You're  honnor.. Jexta didn't had the choice.. somehow close to him was observing him.. if he would have refuse.. he would have been killed.. and his familly also...

Host JamesGM says:
::focuses on the trial....  he's missed alot....::

LtjgJexta says:
<Sural>:JAG: He couldn't have done anything else than follow the orders that his Storm leader asked him to do..

SO_Roth says:
::Decides againts placing a whoopie coushin on Klord's bridge seat::

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: I will keep that in mind, do you have evidence of this blackmail, hard evidemce?

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: I have the confession of mister Hai Okuda right here you're honnor.. it just arrived a few hours ago..

Pros_Crow says:
JAG : Objection

SCI_Gol says:
::wonders if someone is going to ever let me off the stand::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: basis?

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: The other proof I have must by hidden for the rest of the public but it evidence C. Classified by Starfleet Intelligence until further notice for the Safety of my client..

Pros_Crow says:
JAG: The fact that he was being blackmailed into an action , only means that he did also failed to follow established proceedures for such matters

SCI_Gol says:
::begins fidgeting::

SO_Roth says:
::still plot revegne against Klord::

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: sustained the evidence is inadmissible,

JAG_Eagle says:
Final Arguments

Pros_Crow says:
JAG: I suggest we retire to chakmbers to review this new evidence

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: You're honnor.. Starfleet Intelligence has found out that Someone else onboard the Callisto was observing Jexta.. any attempt he would have made to contact Starfleet would have cause the deaths of his familly..

JAG_Eagle says:
Pros: denied final arguments

JAG_Eagle says:
Im reasy to rule

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:JAG: If you will just look at Evidence..

JAG_Eagle says:
Defendant will stand

LtjgJexta says:
:: Stand up ::

SO_Roth says:
::Can here the drum rule in his mind::

XO_Wendy says:
:;thinks: Oh, goodie, it's almost over::

CMO_Revee says:
:::sqeezes Mizzi's hand inadvertently with the mounting tension:::::::::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> ::lets out a small 'eep'::

SO_Roth says:
::wonders what the ruling will be::

Pros_Crow says:
JAG: Very well , the fact that this Officer failed to follow proper proceedure , to wit report this coersion to his CO or XO at the very minimum ... speaks to his lack of responsibility in this matter .. HE did as a seeming willing participant take part to the mutiny which lead to the loss of the USS Callisto and a number of his crewmates

JAG_Eagle says:
It is the judgment of this court that you are guilty of conspiracy to commit treason and treasot, you are no t guilty of the destruction of the ship

CEO_Klord says:
::waits for decision::

LtjgJexta says:
:: wonder what will happend next ::

XO_Wendy says:
::thinks bitterly that everyone is getting ... romantic ... but her ... glowers at Klord again::

Pros_Crow says:
The fact that he did not put the virus in the computer buyt a confederate did is not of any matter ...he aided in its implementation

LtjgJexta says:
Jag: .. No.. I didnt.. I remember now.. I didn't..

LtjgJexta says:
Jag: It wasn't my idea.. I remember now..

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: I remember now.. I remember..

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jexta; this is not the good time to remember..

JAG_Eagle says:
Defendant: you are dishonorably discharged, reduced to ENS ........no criminal punishment

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: someone.. impletented something into me.. a virus..

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jexta: Who was it?

JAG_Eagle says:
SO Ordered

CEO_Klord says:
::sees Wendyways glare and wonders what he's done now::

MED_Charn says:
:: is interested in this at last ::

JAG_Eagle says:
BANG

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jag: you're honnor.. I think we may have some new evidence here..

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>: JAG: Concentrate Jexta.. who was it..

JAG_Eagle says:
NEXT Case

FCO_Mathe says:
::Stands up::

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: It was someone.. someone aboard the ship..

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  Security officers stand.  All Rise!  Clear the court room.

XO_Wendy says:
::rises::

CMO_Revee says:
::::lets out breath she was holding::::

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jexta: you must remember.. who was  it..

CMO_Revee says:
:::rises and lets go of Mizzi's hand::::::::::

XO_Wendy says:
::notices Mizzi's fingers are white::

CMO_Revee says:
::::reluctanly::

ENG_Lizzy says:
::stands up to leave the courtroom::

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: I can't.. sorry.. I try as much as I can but I can't..

SCI_Gol says:
::rises and thinks is ANYONE going to let me off the stand::

Host JamesGM says:
<Mizzi> :;stands with Revee... looks at hand::

SO_Roth says:
::Stands up and leaves::

CEO_Klord says:
::still sitting can't believe it was Jexta::

Pros_Crow says:
:::Ries and packs his case ::

LtjgJexta says:
Surak: You know.. you know..

MED_Charn says:
:: looks around... ::

JAG_Eagle says:
Defense: you have leave to appeal

LtjgJexta says:
<Surak>:Jexta: be more quite.. yes we know..

Pros_Crow says:
Gol; Comne on buy you a drink

FCO_Mathe says:
::wonders what Revee & Mizzi are up to::

CMO_Revee says:
:::notices Mizzi's white fingers and smiles an appology:::::

XO_Wendy says:
::wonders what will become of Jexta::

CEO_Klord says:
::decides to leave the courtroom ::

SCI_Gol says:
::wonders what the protocol is if your still on the stand and court is adjourned::

Host JamesGM says:
Action: Everyone is ushered out of the court room.

SO_Roth says:
::heads for the bar::

XO_Wendy says:
::puts out leg to trip Klord::

MED_Charn says:
:: decides to leave the courtroom now, there will be another time to introduce herself to Revee ::

LtjgJexta says:
:: See someone arriving::Surak: Okay.. understood.. thank you.. :: walk out of court room ::

FCO_Mathe says:
::Walks over to Jexta::

Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= End U.S.S. Callisto Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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